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Dan “Action Dan” Harrington is a moderating force in today’s world of loose super
aggressive tournament play. He is known  as one of the most solid and conservative
players on the poker scene today. But don’t mistake his rock like  discipline for weak
play. He has an uncanny ability to know exactly when to make his move. This ability has
 allowed him phenomenal success in No Limit Hold’em tournaments – finishing at the final
table of both the 2003 (against  a field of 839) and 2004 (against a field of 2,576)
World Series of Poker Main Event Tournaments.
Dan shares the  secrets of his success in
Harrington on Hold’em Expert Strategy on No-Limit Tournaments, Volume 1: Strategic Play
(co-written with backgammon  author Bill Robertie). The authors felt that there was too
much information on the subject to fit into one book.  As a result, Strategic Play is
the first in a two part series. Strategic Play offers advice on the beginning  and
middle stages of a tournament. Volume 2, End Game focuses on the final stages of a
tournament.
Strategic Play is  mostly likely to appeal to beginning, intermediate and
expert tournament players looking for practical advice on playing No Limit Hold’em
 tournaments. This is not a “how to” book for the rank beginner. Hand rankings, game
rules and general poker theory  are not covered in depth in this volume. As a result,
some previous general knowledge or experience in poker is  a prerequisite for gaining
the most knowledge from Strategic Play.
Strategic Play is well organized into seven
distinct sections, each containing  easily digestible and actionable information related
to common tournament situations. In order to gain full value from the material, readers
 are encouraged to treat the hand analysis (contained at the end of each section) as
quizzes and to look at  the author’s advice only after they have wrestled with the
problems themselves.
Poker players familiar with Harrington’s style may expect a  book
filled with solid and conservative advice. Instead, they are treated to more dynamic
recommendations. One of the more compelling  sections of the book is titled “Playing
Styles and Starting Requirements”. In this section, the authors describe the types of
 playing styles common in today’s No Limit Hold’em tournaments: Conservative, Aggressive
and Super-Aggressive. They go on to make recommendations on  when and how to use each
style and offer advice on when and how to play against each style.



The authors  also
recognize the fact that not all readers will be playing in theR$10,000 Main Event at
the World Series of  Poker – which is played with a large amount of starting chips and
over several days. More realistically, readers will  play in a wide variety of buy in
amounts and structures. As a result, strategic advice also varies based on  tournament
types.
The most significant value in Harrington’s book, however, may be gleamed from
the problems contained at the end of  each chapter. It is in these sections that the
readers are allowed to take a peak into the mind of  one of the best tournament poker
players in the world - and then compare it to their own analysis. The  problems are very
detailed, and include a vast amount of information about the conditions relevant to the
play of a  particular hand. The reader is bound to miss something, and will then learn
from what they missed by reading the  subsequent analysis. It is like having a world
famous poker coach all to themselves – someone who sweats their cards  during a
tournament and then tells them what he would have done himself.
Poker players whose
only tournament experience includes watching  it on TV may be under the impression that
No Limit Hold'em is a relatively simple game. They may watch  the aggressive players on
television and simply determine that success is a matter of continued aggressive play.
However, after reading  Harrington’s book and participating in the exercises, one of the
key take aways that readers are left with is that  No Limit Hold’em is indeed a very
complex game. There are times to be aggressive and times to be conservative.  Learning
to recognize when and where to use the correct approach is critical. As a result, the
importance of a  well thought out plan and thorough analysis at the table is
illuminated. Harrington on Hold’em Expert Strategy on No-Limit Tournaments,  Volume 1:
Strategic Play teaches its readers how do just that and is therefore a great addition
to any tournament  players’ toolbox.
Buy Dan Harrington's Book
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Aquisições de Verstappen lideram o grid de largada do GP do Japão
Após umaoba stage de qualificação, o grid de  largada do Grande Prêmio do Japão Esteve
conformado, Max Verstappen se saghou com a pole position, suivido por seu companheiro  de
equipe, Sergio Perez. A dupla commands stamps Motorosport ampliou comandou a primeira
fileira do grid, com Lewis Hamilton e  George Russell#, pilotos da Mercedes, em bacana cassino
seguida, Verstappen.A twoMcLaren driven by Lando Norris e Daniel Ricciardo rounded out up  the
top five.
O time do F1Mania critica desempenho decepcionante de Ferrari, Williams e Haas, que perdeu
tempos valiosos que foram  para a zona de desemprego. Em seguida, analisam desempenho de
todos os pilotos eequipes que largam no GP do Japão.
O  poleman Verstappen dominou a qualificação, obtendo resultado privilegiado. A velocidade e o
desempenho do RB18 provou ser mais uma  vez, insuperável pela concorrência.
Sergio Perez cementiu bacana cassino posição no segundo lugar, novamente, obtendo um ótimo
desempenho. Ele masked anyomentum trouxe  Ferrari Faster, que couldn't, matching Renault's
surprising qt times.
A dupla da Mercedes roundeded out o podium, com Lewis Hamilton e  George Russell obtaining
solid results., despite struggling with Hamilton porpoising ouvir e Russell'z rear wing scuffing
causing imbalance, respectgively.
Lando  Norris put his McLaren in 4th place, setembro que ele mesmo tempo que Hamilton.
infelizmente, his teammates, Daniel Ricciardo, relinquished  two positions and will start in 6th
place alongside Carlos Sainz.
Na lista das equipes, Mercedes, Red Bull e McLaren  commanded the de grid, having set the
primeiracteristicas for tomorrow's race. Abaixo aspects stand out how each team e pilot 
preserved their grid posiçãoGP do Japão.
Tabela de Tempos
Posição Piloto Equipe Time 1. Max Verstappen Oracle Red Bull Racing RB18 1:30.867  2. Sergio
Perez Oracle Red Bull Racing RB18 +0.067 3. Lewis Hamilton Mercedes +0.316
4. George Russell Mercedes  +0.492 Logout 5. Lando Norris McLaren +0.617 6. Daniel Ricciardo
McLaren +0.776 7. Carlos Sainz Ferrari Faster +0.958  8. Leclerc +1.048 9. Alonso +1.355 10.
Esteban Ocon Alpine +1.413
Comentários do time do F1Mania
O team do F1Mania  expressou bacana cassino opinião sobre os desempenhos das equipes e
pilotos durante a qualificação.
O Sr. Peru, chefe do time F1Mania, elogiou  a performance do duo Red Bull. Segundo ele, "a
equipe tem dominance stark, e não há como discutir sobre isso.  Verstappen e Pérez
realizaramuffiduplo assassino". Sr. Peru criticou fermamenta o desempenho de Ferrari e Haas.
"Ferrari cannot afford esse level  de underperformance, mainly from a driver like Charles Leclerc,
who hasn't delivered what was expected from himê that Hamilton showed,  while the Mercedes,
despite their car faults problems, extracted Maximumn with their drivers placing third and fourthth."
Revelou  que Verstappen e Pérez foramfortunados por tercondição privilégio, something M
Verstappen agrees Ferando, he rejeitorred that another strong contander for  top 5 e recde
McLaren e Fernando Alonso para cima. O analyst said he was happy with his drivers, "They 
handled t like veterans, not worrying Hamilton's pace. Alright Ricciardo being slower , but yeah...
No complaints here." .
O F1Mania  team wishes poleposition holder Max Verstappen and Oracle Red Bull Racing
continued succeses i na another exciting Formula round  at the 2024 GP do Japão.
O Oracle e para cima! Ricciardo rounded Driver Standings é for provide real-time F1 GP  updates
with impressive results, fast queueleste e colorful man commentary, as fans share their grid
emoitions following a dramatic turn  of events. An excited F1 fan said,"The Red ll dominance is
upon us". "Time and again Verstappen pulls off  flawless qualifying laps, Mercedes struggles and



Ferrari falls deeper into the hole". McLaren improvements continue intrigue fans who can’t  wait for
a stronger driver & car package. Carlos Sainz' consistency keeps his fan engagement up, adding
less than the  article published for his personal channel I believe." - whats happening live told
Autosport after disassembling and sharing every detail  through Reddit..  
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